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Racial Fetishization - Sometimes it's the wrong people being
accused of racism
June 10, 2020 | 7 upvotes | by ruminatingredditor

First of all: I, and I'm sure most redpill folks are perfectly fine with muslims marrying outside of their
ethnicities, so don't caricature redpill muslims who actually want to uphold Islamic values.
For mixed marriages which were formed by marrying for Deen as much as conceptually possible, race is
never such a controversial topic. They have a self-awareness about them. God created us in different races
so that we may know one another - one of the ways is marriage too, so never be closed off to other races,
nor the darker skin toned people from your own race.
What if I told you that some of those in mixed marriages are the ones full of racist micro-aggressions?
SOME interracial relationships let alone marriages take advantage of the fetishization element of race. On
social media, they really commodify the fact that they are 'mixed', and they will talk about the
controversy elements in a very ego-based way. They want us to be enthusiastic about their marriage
despite the haram beginnings. That's not what inspires self aware muslims.
....But if you don't portray the enthusiasm in the way they want to see, 'you're racist! You can't handle that
you're not the most desirable and don't get to pick who you want!' - these people need to check
themselves. It's not the mixed marriage that's a problem to some, it's the racist energy you're coming
from.
'I'm just attracted to a different ethnicity. Eww, guys in my ethnicity remind me of my brother, I'm only
interested in blonde white people' - People should never be reduced to being exotic products and in doing
so, there's a double racism as it seeks to make the opposite gender of their own race cuckholds to this race
in effect. How many times have you heard that from Far Eastern women talking about Far Eastern men?
'I'm moving on from my race, they have a backwards mentality' - generalizing a race like that AND often
times being against the Islamic principles too.
'They have more game. People from this ethnicity don't know how to talk' - we have the Islamic concept
of Haya. You should have that, too. The fact that you're not fashioning your character to have that, makes
you a part of the problem.
'I really like their modern culture (even the haram parts which influence sexual elements and has
ME/Indians trying to pass as Drake or a female Caribbean Insta model)' - they fetishise other races
through the haram elements of their culture.
There are people using their privilege and/or fetishization to increase their sexual market value - some of
them are male and female converts to Islam thinking they are the exotic kings and queens ready to
conquer the exotic foreigners. Some women even convert on social media to pick up more followers on
social media - be careful for these kind of women, brothers.
A lot of people can't even be honest with themselves, or they know that the angle of attraction is from a
more sinister element - it reminds the man or woman of a pornstar (as virtually everyone has seen porn).
At very least, they're programmed by the media to find certain races more attractive, so feeding into the
common combinations that are sold by the media does unquestionably raise that extra question. You can
agree with this, but which elements of a person are you drawn towards most in real life?
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Comments

submit3r 3 points 10 June, 2020 08:59 PM 

I’m a white revert that’s only considering Arab or North African girls because they (traditionally) have the
values that “my women” used to have (but now my women are all whores), and the cards are in my favor if I go
after those two demographics I’m more likely to get what I want in a wife.

Does that make me evil? ..

I don’t see the point of this post.

Edz918 1 points 10 June, 2020 09:09 PM 

Same here

Significant-Cookie-2 1 points 15 June, 2020 12:28 AM 

Calling all of your women whores is a bit harsh. Though it’s nice to western men compliment arab/North
African women. Being fetishized by black Muslim men is really cringy .

TrynaBeTheBest 1 points 10 June, 2020 01:22 PM 

i agree most mixed marriages stem from haram

and a lot of desi women want don't want to marry a desi man

reminder: muzmatch is haram along with most other "Muslim matrimonial" sites

so before you think about using muzmatch don't

https://islamqa.info/en/answers/85099/ruling-on-getting-married-through-matrimonial-websites-on-the-internet

downvote-if-gae 1 points 17 June, 2020 05:27 AM 

Wow I honestly didn’t know that it wasn’t halal.

Man it’s gonna be harder to find a wife now but it’s worth it being totally halal.

Jazakullahu khair brother for this information!

bedaking 1 points 10 June, 2020 05:15 PM 

Preference is natural and Halal. Racism is not. Though sometimes generalizations can make sense within
personal context. It depends.

ruminatingredditor 1 points 10 June, 2020 05:38 PM 

If the preference is regarding race (beyond reasons of things like cultural familiarity, family ties etc.), then it
treads into the strange zone in my view. Attractive is attractive regardless of race. Some people will reject
someone who's like an 8/10 on a conventionally good looking and attractive scale, for someone who is a 5/10
because of skin colour for example. White women cite 'preferences' as their reason for rejecting Middle
Eastern/Indian/Asian ethnicities the most on dating apps. There's a lot of programming that comes into this.
With regards to generalizations - if you're saying that Middle Eastern women on average are maladapted to
society so tend to have more drama and neurosis, then I'd probably agree. But for me it steps into strange
zone if it is justification to avoid ALL Middle Eastern women. They're women at the end of the day, all
catastrophically imperfect and not really appealing beyond their physical attractiveness. Racism goes deeper
than direct. The most choking forms of racism is the deeper, thicker systemic racism.
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Beyondthet 2 points 10 June, 2020 11:40 PM 

I literally couldn't disagree with you anymore.

Some people will reject someone who's like an 8/10 on a conventionally good looking and attractive
scale, for someone who is a 5/10 because of skin colour for example

First of all, what scale? May I remind you that the scales we use to describe people are SUBJECTIVE.
So just because she's an 8/10 to YOU, that doesn't mean everyone else sees it the same way. She could be
a 4/10 to some people. Particularly for those, who have had better before and their standards are much
higher.

because of skin colour for example.

That's FINE. That's their PREFERENCE. Just because someone doesn't find the natural features of
another race/tribe attractive, that doesn't mean they are racist. They may prefer the natural features their
own tribe embodies or those similar to it. This is natural and that's the reason why many people marry
within their own race. Because they ATTRACTED to their own kind.

White women cite 'preferences'

That's fine. You don't have to bend their standards to get them to like you. Just move on man. I really
don't see the problem.

But for me it steps into strange zone if it is justification to avoid ALL Middle Eastern women.

Let me tell you something. The Prophet pbuh said, the best women are those women of Quraysh. Was he
a racist? No! That's what he preferred and recommended everyone to prefer as well. But why? Because
those women embodied good characteristics. Even back in the time of the Prophet pbuh tribes were
known for their characteristics, some tribes were kind, some tribes were rough, especially the Bedouin
tribes. Acknowledging this doesn't make the Prophet pbuh a racist. Same thing can be said to today.
Some races and tribes are known to be angry, argumentive and "strong." If someone does not like those
qualities, they don't need to marry within that tribe and completely avoid their women. That's fine. They
have their reasons. It's not racist or tribalism or whatever. It's just fact.

not really appealing beyond their physical attractiveness.

That's not entirely true. Some women have great qualities beyond the physical even TODAY. For
example, traditional pakistani women are specifically taught to be a good wife and good mother to their
children. They still have a lot of great Islamic values and they are sweet women. This is just by nature of
their upbringing and environment.

The most choking forms of racism is the deeper, thicker systemic racism.

This is where we draw the line. This sub doesn't agree nor condone with that narrative for the same
reason you have deemed people racists based off of ridiculous reasons. We don't agree with your
reasoning and I explained why. So does that make me a racist? No.

mojo-jojo02 1 points 15 June, 2020 07:53 AM 

Black muslimah here and I'd prefer to marry a black brother for cultural reasons. Coming on here and seeing so
many perverse, negative assumptions demonizing and sexualizing black women from other races has made me
glad that I have no interest in commiting to a non black brother. Of course deen comes first when considering a
spouse but culture is also an important part.
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